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Coordinator Summary
This informational report on the Gender Affairs Unit (GAU) details the involvement of the Unit in
various programmes, activities and initiatives from the period of October 2 – December 31, 2014. It
details the Unit’s actions in furthering the mandate of effecting gender equality in the workplace and
the wider community of Anguilla.
The fourth quarter of developing the GAU includes continuing to build upon a firm structure that
has made a mark throughout Anguillan society in less than one year. This included continuing
visibility throughout the community and within government departments. A constant goal is to
actively raise awareness on a range of gender issues through print media, radio and now social
media. The fourth quarter focused on raising this awareness through a social media Facebook page
and campaign called “AXA Break the Silence.” This page assisted in engaging online users to
consider how they can recognise the signs of abuse and violence, and help to end its occurrence in
Anguilla. The Facebook page allowed for the GAU to capture a younger and/or more
technologically savvy audience. Working closely with the CARICOM Youth Ambassadors and
National Youth Council assisted in building the momentum of this campaign.
Throughout the rest of the quarter, various outreach activities continued by engaging stakeholders
from multiple sectors of Anguillian life. These sectors include government departments, faith-based
organisations, engaging community groups and the media, and spearheading and participating in
relevant community events. There is also an aspect of internal relationship building with national,
regional, and international partners that is paramount for the successful functioning of the unit.
Strategic partners include Anguilla’s Governor’s Office, all of Anguilla’s governmental departments,
various United Kingdom and United Nations partners and the Caribbean Development Bank
(CDB).
In-house, within the Ministry of Home Affairs, we are still focusing on promoting policy enactment
of the Domestic Violence Bill and starting discussions around how to draft and implement a
National Gender Policy. In 2015, the creation of additional promotional materials will commence,
including literature in both hard-copy and electronic form that will offer a synopsis of what the unit
is, what it has done and where it is going; garnering support among government, the private sector,
NGO/civil society and other interested individuals.
As a standard opening to the report, there is inclusion of the GAU’s Mandate, Vision, Mission, and
Goals. It is my pleasure to then detail the progress made thus far in fulfilling the GAU’s goals
during this final quarter of 2014. A Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats (S.W.O.T.)
approach is taken to analyze the high and low points of the Unit’s involvement. The report
concludes with a brief forecast of upcoming opportunities and challenges for producing a state of
gender equality in Anguilla and an appendix rich with media coverage and promotions,
Respectfully Submitted,
Dr. Ronya Foy Connor (e/s)
Dr. Ronya Foy Connor, Gender Development Coordinator (GDC)
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Mandate
TO PLAN, DEVELOP AND COORDINATE NATIONAL POLICIES, PROGRAMMES
AND ACTIVITIES FOCUSED ON EFFECTING GENDER EQUALITY IN THE
WORKPLACE AND WIDER COMMUNITY.
The mandate was adopted from the job description for the Gender Development Coordinator
and may be updated and adjusted to reflect the mandate of the Unit prior to its official
establishment.

Vision
ACTIVELY COMMITTED TO FOSTERING EQUAL AND HUMANE TREATMENT
IN THE DAILY LIVES OF EVERY MAN, WOMAN, GIRL AND BOY; MANIFESTING
A UNITED ANGUILLA.
The vision statement was compiled in roughly one week after considering the end goals of the
Gender Affair Unit. The vision represents the ultimate long range outcome of the unit; to
create a unified Anguilla where every human being, whether male or female, is able to live
productively in fairness (equality) and free from terror and fear (humane treatment).

Mission
PROMOTING KNOWLEDGE AND AWARENESS OF GENDER ISSUES AND THE
CAPACITY TO EFFECT CHANGE THROUGH NATIONAL OUTREACH,
ADVOCACY, TRAINING, AND IMPLEMENTATION OF GENDERMAINSTREAMED POLICIES.
The mission statement explains what the unit seeks to achieve, and through what means it will
be achieved. The first element is to promote knowledge, education and intelligence about what
gender affairs is. Similarly, the unit seeks to build awareness of gender issues so that every
individual will be in a position to effect change within their capacity and scope of influence.
This change in capacity will be established by holding outreach events, supporting those who
are vulnerable and marginalized, training employees, employers and community members on
necessary elements conducive to gender matters and having a strong influence on past, present
and future policies to ensure that it treats males and females equally under the law.
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Goals
♂ TO ENSURE THAT GENDER EQUALITY AND EQUITY IS CENTRAL TO ALL

DEVELOPMENT MODELS.
♀ TO INTEGRATE WOMEN’S AND MEN’S CONCERNS AND EXPERIENCES INTO

THE DESIGN, IMPLEMENTATION, MONITORING AND EVALUATION OF
ALL POLITICAL, ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL POLICIES AND PROGRAMMES.
♂ TO ESTABLISH A SYSTEM OF GENDER MAINSTREAMING WHICH

INCORPORATES ALL SECTORS.
♀ TO FACILITATE LEGISLATIVE CHANGE AND PUBLIC AWARENESS OF

RELEVANT LEGISLATION AND THEIR IMPLICATIONS.
♂ TO EMPOWER BOTH MEN AND WOMEN BY ENSURING NEW AND

EQUITABLE RELATIONS BETWEEN THE SEXES.
♀ TO BUILD AND EMPOWER A STRONG AND VIBRANT CIVIL SOCIETY.

The unit goals detail some of the specific agenda items central to the mandate, vision and
mission of the Gender Affairs Unit. The goals include broad programmatic themes and work
plan action items central to the gender affairs role in the well-being of the nation.
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Gender Affairs Unit (GAU) Milestones
The GAU hosted a number of milestone activities in-house including the 16 Days of
Activism, Gender Equality Mainstreaming Sensitivity (GEMS) Project and
participation in various community-wide committee and project work:
1) 16 Days of Activism Programme - This programme ran from November 25 –
December 10 and focused on ending gender-based violence (see Appendix).
Activities and events in support of the “16 Days” included the following:


A 2-day workshop with the Anguilla Community Action Network
(ACAN) focused on “Violence in the Workplace” held on November 26
and 27 at No Walls Church. There were approximately 50 workshop
attendees over the 2-day period.



An Open Mic Night with a Panel Discussion focused on “Domestic
Violence.” The event was held on December 2 from 6:30 – 9:00 pm at
the Rodney Rey Auditorium. The event was a collaborative effort with
the Department of Youth and Culture’s National Youth Ambassador
Corps. The panel discussion was aired live on Kool FM radio station.
Panel members included Dr. Linda Banks, Clinical Psychologist; Dr.
Phyllis Fleming Banks of the Anguilla Community College; Pastor Philip
Gumbs of Church of God Holiness; Mr. Clive Smith of the Department
of Social Development, a representative of the Royal Anguilla Police
Force and Gender Development Coordinator, Dr. Ronya Foy Connor.



A radio interview on December 4 focusing on “Gender in Tourism” as
part of the “Tourism is Key” radio programme on Radio Anguilla.



An overnight young ladies retreat titled “Beyond Skin Deep” in
collaboration with Refresh Ministries and Generation Change. There
were 8 girls in attendance learning about self-esteem, inner beauty,
health and exercise, money management and hair and make-up. The
Spy Glass Hill villa was donated by Janine Edwards of Sunset Homes in
order to conduct this successful retreat.



Her Excellency, Governor Christina Scott hosted a Young Women’s
Activist Tea on December 10 from 4:30 -6:30 pm at the Governor’s
Residence. Approximately 20 women were in attendance to discuss
social, economic and political issues facing young women in Anguilla.
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2) Launch of the Gender Equality and Mainstreaming Sensitivity (GEMS) Project
focused on training the entire Anguilla Public Service in the Basics of Gender
and Human Rights, Gender Mainstreaming, Conducting a Departmental
Gender Analysis and Gender-Responsive Budgeting. This project was funded
by the Governor’s Office Project Fund in the amount of $4,800 USD (see
Appendix).
The GEMS Project Launch took place on November 11 at 8:30am at the
Teacher’s Resource Centre. Remarks were given by Her Excellency,
Governor Christina Scott; Permanent Secretary of the Ministry of Home
Affairs, Aurjul Wilson on behalf of Minister of Gender, Jerome Roberts; GEMS
Project overview by the Gender Development Coordinate and Programme
Chair/Vote of Thanks conducted by Principal Assistant Secretary of Gender,
Kenneth Hodge. A short video clip was shown highlighting the link between
gender equality and increasing company efficiency and effectiveness. At the
end of the launch, five passive billboards were unveiled as visual displays of
the topics that will be covered in the GEMS training. There were
approximately 50 people in attendance at the launch.
On November 12 from 9 am until 4 pm, the Gender Focal Point Workshop
took place at the Teacher’s Resource Centre. Two representatives from each
government department, chosen by their Head of Department, participated in
an interactive workshop centered on gender awareness and sensitivity. They
explored case studies, held lively discussions, participated in group work and
began to understand the importance of departmental gender analysis.
Roughly 45 Gender Focal Points attended the workshop. Feedback from
participant evaluation forms indicated that the workshop made them think
more about gender affairs in relations to their work, and many gained new
knowledge from the concepts shared.
3) During the 4th quarter, the GDC continued to serve as the Gender Affairs
representative for a number of projects and committees integrating gender
into their planning approach. This representation assists in raising the
gender profile throughout a number of sectors. The committees include:
a. The Anguilla Community College Project Steering Committee,
Caribbean Development Bank (CDB) Project – October 8 and
November 5 meeting.
b. The Family Law Reform Committee
c. The Gender Working Group – December 10 meeting.
d. GET SET Management Advisory Board Meeting - October 23 and
October 28 meeting.
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Faith-Based Collaboration
The GAU, during the 4th quarter, supported the first-ever “Christian Heritage Week”
hosted by the Christian Council of Anguilla (see Appendix). Christian Heritage
Week included special guest Dr. Katherine Albrecht, author of the book “I Won’t
Take the Mark” and internationally-syndicated radio host. The week included the
following activities:


“Anguilla’s Got Talent” Variety Show on October 31 at the Landsome
Bowl Cultural Centre.



“Celebration of Gospel” Concert on November 1 at the Landsome Bowl
Cultural Centre.



Ecumenical Service at Church of God Holiness on November 2.



Guest speakers at the Albena Lake-Hodge Comprehensive School PSHE
classes and throughout the islands Primary Schools. Children learned
about Anguilla’s history as a Christian nation and received a copy of
the book “I Won’t Take the Mark” in addition to a personal Bible.

The GDC also participated in a radio interview with Dr. Katherine Albrecht on
October 21 to discuss gender relations in Anguilla compared to the United States of
America. The radio programme can be streamed online at
http://www.katherinealbrecht.com/show-archives/?page=10

Summary
Faith-based collaboration is crucial for the GAU because the majority of Anguillians
and those living in Anguilla identify as church-goers. Churches and church-based
events are a forum for community engagement on important issues affecting
society. During this quarter, issues such as youth empowerment, healthy
relationships and community strengthening from a spiritual perspective were
highlighted.

Strengths and Weaknesses
The relationships that are continuing to develop with a variety of churches are an
asset for the GAU. The current collaboration between the GAU and organisers of
Christian Heritage Week continues to be a source of strength as it allows
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community members to see that the GAU is involved in faith-based events and in
support of furthering healthy relations between the sexes.
There are many churches and other faith-based organisations on the island that
have not been visited yet, even though the outreach efforts are continuing. The
GAU plans to continue outreach to new churches and expand its presence in order
to reach increased numbers of community members.

Opportunities and Threats
The GAU has the opportunity to continue partnering with church leadership and
church organisations to move forward with gender issues including those previously
outlined. Faith-based leaders are, for the most part, interested in building the
strengths and opportunities of their congregation members. This is not very
different from one of the goals of the GAU; to promote knowledge and awareness of
equal and humane treatment of all people. In the future, the GAU will have to
consider forming strategic partnerships that will assist in support for various GAU
initiatives to improve the community.
No immediate threats are identified at the moment. The only possible concern is
the number of churches present on the island (roughly 50) and the potential
division that it may create when a united front is needed in order to respond to a
community issue affecting gender equality.
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Community and Government Events
The GAU also participated in community and government events in an effort to
continually engage individuals and groups about the GAU’s goals and initiatives.
The government events included giving a keynote speech for Anguilla’s Teachers in
addition to dialoguing with the Governor about issues facing young women. The
community events mentioned below are collaborative efforts to increase awareness
of gender issues and start hands-on training in implementing methods of selfimprovement. Events included the following:


The GDC was invited to be the Keynote Speaker at the Anguilla
Teacher’s Union Conference on October 10 at 9 am at the Rodney Rey
Auditorium. The theme of the conference was “Unite for Quality
Education: Better Education for a better world.” There were roughly
300 people in attendance.



ACAN and the GAU hosted a “Street Talk” from 4 – 6 pm on October
31 at the People’s Market in The Valley. The goal of the Street Talk
was to address issues of HIV/AIDS, Domestic Violence, Discrimination
& Stigma throughout Anguilla. The programme was aired live on Kool
FM and a number of speakers were included throughout the event.



On December 6 – 7, the Young Ladies Retreat titled “Beyond Skin
Deep” was held from 5 pm at Spy Glass Hill villa in North Hill. This
event is detailed as part of the “16 Days of Activism” programming.



On December 10, a Governor’s Tea for Young Women Activists
occurred from 4:30 - 6:30 pm at the Governor’s Residence. This
event is also part of the “16 Days of Activism” programming.



On December 17, women of Anguilla were invited to a “Women’s
Forum” in honour of the late Albena Lake-Hodge and Idalia Gumbs
(see Appendix for the programme and invitation).

Summary
Community and Government events involvement shows that the GAU is willing to
collaborate with influential bodies focused on furthering the same mission as the
Unit. The GAU has been able to engage with Anguilla’s Teachers; an important
group of people critical to the education and youth development for the island.
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Additionally, partnership with ACAN, a community organization, is providing
opportunities for non-governmental support for upcoming initiatives including
assisting vulnerable and marginalized populations and the passage of the Domestic
Violence Bill.

Strengths and Weaknesses
Continuing collaborative events with government and non-governmental
organizations is a strength for the GAU. It allows the issues of gender affairs to
expand beyond government-based and government-initiated and truly move into
the sphere of community ownership over gender awareness. By engaging the
public and private sector, the GAU is spearheading gender as a cross-cutting
concept which is relevant to every sector of development.
A weakness of community and government event support and engagement is in the
limited number of organisations who request for gender-related workshops or for
the GDC to speak or present at an event. The GDC is doing an above average job
in participating in events when requested, however there are many gender relevant
events that the GDC only knows about after the event has occurred. With some of
these events related to gender development, the GAU could have collaborated or
partnered with the organizations in order to give a greater face to the unit. As
stated in the previous report, part of this problem may be the lack of a centralized
space for advertisement and knowledge sharing of similar initiatives.

Opportunities and Threats
During the Young Ladies Retreat, many young women expressed their need for
mentorship and development as they grow into young women. The GAU has an
opportunity to determine how to address the need of this population in addition to
ascertain the needs of young men as well. This may come in the form of a GAU
youth group or GAU volunteers.
It still would have been beneficial for the GAU to attend more events in various
neighborhoods; if knowledge of their occurrence is known in advance. Attending
events in a supportive role is an opportunity for the GAU to express the willingness
to collaborate with others who are trying to achieving a similar vision and goals.
The GAU has the opportunity to attend diverse forums and include social, cultural,
economic and political discussions into gender development.
The GAU has established a strong footing in 1 year of operation. The
understanding and knowledge building has increased around gender issues and it
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seems that the community in general is in favour of building positive gender
relations for the island. However, a potential threat to achieving the mission of the
Unit is not being able to reach those who have a continued misunderstanding or
lack of knowledge about the role and the importance of gender affairs. The GAU is
constantly trying to combat this potential threat by making the vision and mission
of GAU clear at every opportunity, and by also maintaining visibility throughout the
community and with various media outlets.
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Individual and Group Meeting Consultations
The GAU participated in individual and group meetings, along with consultations,
related to partnership requests, committee development and new initiatives for
gender involvement. Individual consultations include visits from community
members seeking assistance for situations of abuse and violence in their
environment. Additionally, meetings with individuals seeking to have the Unit
collaborate on relevant projects such as a 2015 Women’s Issue for Design Anguilla
magazine and a new committee seeking to establish a place of safety for children
commenced. The specific meetings include:


October 17 and October 28 Mentorship Committee meeting on behalf
of the Department of Youth and Cultures GET SET Entrepreneurship
programme. The committee consists of knowledgeable members from
the community who are interested in helping to develop a process for
nurturing Anguilla’s youth entrepreneurs.



On November 13, the GDC welcomed a meeting with Mrs. Ursil
Webster Brooks and Principal Ingrid Lake to introduce local initiatives
of the Mother’s Union and solicit a partnership for the 16 Days of
Activism activities.



The GDC met with a UNICEF Consultant on November 14th in order to
discuss Gender Affairs and Law’s for Women and Children in Anguilla.
This meeting was arranged by the Ministry of Social Development
during a process of stakeholder consultations.



On December 2 the GDC met with Orrett Wynter, Founder and
Publisher of Design Anguilla magazine to discuss a Women’s Issue for
the February 2015 issue of the magazine. The Unit will be able to
promote Women’s Week 2015 and express the importance of Gender
Affairs to a wider readership, including visitors to Anguilla.



On December 8 a meeting was held to form a working committee to
spearhead the creation of a “Place of Safety” for children in Anguilla.
The Gender Unit was included as a valuable resource for promoting the
well-being of children and families.



As part of the “16 Days of Activism against Gender-based Violence”
Her Excellency, Governor Christina Scoot hosted a Women’s Tea to
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engage young women activists in helping to solve pressing issues
facing Anguilla (see the Appendix).


The GDC met with private consultant Arlene Bailey on December 15 to
discuss module development for the next stage of the Governor’s
Office sponsored GEMS Public Service Training. The training will
commence in January 2015 and be completed by March 2015.

Summary
Individual and Group Meeting Consultations allows for the GDC to interact with
specific individuals in order to fulfill the agenda of the GAU. The meeting regarding
partnering with the Mother’s Union of Anguilla is another form of outreach to a
previously untapped demographic. The members of the Mother’s Union are
influential women on the island and it was important to begin collaborative events
with them. Meeting with the publisher of Design Anguilla magazine is also an
opportunity to expand the reach of the Unit and continue the conversation about
gender as a cross-cutting issue. These opportunities will help the GAU to better
understand and serve the various demographics in Anguilla.

Strengths and Weaknesses
Individual and group meeting consultations will prove a strength for the GAU.
Meetings and consultations allows for the GDC to have a pulse on individual needs
and community issues, while showing availability to be creative about the
promotion of gender equality.
The group consultations held in the fourth quarter of the GAU’s operation were
focused on partnerships in order to address urgent needs for the island. The
committee that is formed to begin putting in place policies and plans to open up a
place of safety displays a use of partnership among government and community
organisations. Joining this initiative is an important step for the GAU so that the
needs of actual community members are addressed.

Opportunities and Threats
There is a great opportunity for the unit to collaborate with individuals and
organisations (governmental and non-governmental) that have been actively
15
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participating in the promotion of gender equality, prior to the GAU’s establishment.
These resources include the Mother’s Union and international organizations such as
UNICEF. If the GAU continues to spearhead initiatives with local organisations, and
make its events and activities known to international supporters, there is the
opportunity for growth of the Unit. Along the same lines, if the GAU expands too
much and too quickly it could be detrimental to the ability to truly respond to and
address community needs.
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Interdepartmental Relationship-building & Collaborative
Development
The GAU is aware that partnerships are a source of strength when the goal is to
positively impact large segments of the community, in addition to building the
national agenda toward sustainable development and human rights. Building
relationships within departments of the government is essential to communication.
This quarter, the GAU continued developing relationships with the Governor’s Office
in regards to CEDAW, the Department of Youth and Culture’s National Youth
Ambassadors Corps and the Health Authority of Anguilla. Initiatives included:


Meeting with the Department of Youth and Cultures National Youth
Ambassador Corps on October 22 and 29th in order to establish a
Domestic Violence Social Media Campaign on Facebook. At the time of
this report, the page gathered about 300 “likes” and was viewed over
5,000 times.



On October 29, the Health Authority of Anguilla partnered with the
GAU to produce a “Health Tip of the Week” focused on Domestic
Violence. It was distributed via e-mail throughout the entire public
service.



On November 5, the GDC served as rapporteur for a tri-departmental
meeting of Agriculture, Fisheries and Environment related to a merger.
The task allowed for the GDC to participate in a retreat that will create
an important milestone for the Ministry of Home Affairs.



On December 10, representatives of the GAU/MHA, Governor’s Office
and Attorney General’s Chambers met to discuss the next steps that
will be taken to further the extension of CEDAW to Anguilla. During
this meeting, the Governor’s Office indicated that they would
financially support a consultant to assist in moving Anguilla’s CEDAW
process along.

Summary
Interdepartmental relationship-building and programme collaboration is essential
for the success of the GAU. As gender affairs is a cross-cutting issue, it will be
necessary for the Unit to understand the roles and functions of every government
17
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department and how gender influences how they operate, knowingly and
unknowingly. Similarly, collaborative development will allow the GAU to influence
programmes and initiatives that require a gender lens.

Strengths and Weaknesses
The GAU continued to work with government agencies that have identified that they
have a stake in the gender agenda. The partnership with the Department of Youth
and Culture is one of the strongest government partnerships that the GAU has
developed. This working relationship will ensure that the GAU provides outreach to
the youth population and considers that aspects of culture that either supports or
defies the acceptance of gender equality.
A weakness for the GAU in interdepartmental relationship building and collaborative
development is the lack of knowledge of what events are occurring in the vast
number of departments. This also includes a lack of knowledge of how a
department may view the GAU assisting in their department’s mission and goals.
However, the GAU has a profound opportunity to improve this situation through the
implementation of the GEMS training project throughout the public service.

Opportunities and Threats
As mentioned above, the GAU has the opportunity to ascertain how gender matters
fit into the strategic goals and mission of Anguilla’s government department.
Through the GEMS Project, which will commence in early 2015, the GAU will be able
to identify Gender Focal Points in every department and train the public service in
techniques to promote gender equality. Similarly, through DYC’s GET SET
programme, the GAU has the opportunity to expand its gender focus to include
economic development for youth in addition to policy development and social wellbeing.
There are no immediate threats identified in interdepartmental relationship building
and collaborative development. Forecasting years down the line, there may be the
potential for GAU sponsored programming to be merged with other departments
programming. If this happens, it is still beneficial since the needed services are still
being offered.
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Media Engagement
The GAU continues to increase the amount of information dispersed to the public,
and raise the awareness of the GAU while it is still in its first year of development.
To reach this end, the GAU actively sought opportunities for radio and print media
engagement as a source of community empowerment, public awareness of GAU
events and local engagement in policy concerns. The following outreach occurred:


Hurricane Gonzalo hit Anguilla on October 13 as a Category 1 storm.
The GAU included an article in the week’s paper on “Unity in the Midst
of the Storm” (see Appendix).



On October 16th at 8:00 pm, the GDC participated as a guest on the
new “Youth Spin” radio programme on Radio Anguilla and spoke about
the signs and effects of Domestic Violence. The programme was
broadcasted on YouTube.



The GDC also participated in an international radio programme with
Dr. Katherine Albrecht of the United States from 5-6 pm on October
21.



The GAU facilitated International Men’s Day engagement on November
19 via public-service wide distributed flyers and a press release for
usage on radio and local television stations.



A 16 Days of Activism recognition poster, November 25th – December
10th, was designed and advertised in The Anguillian newspaper. Other
events included promotional materials such as the Domestic Violence
Open Mic YouTube Video and radio commercial (see Appendix for full
schedule).



On December 3, the GDC participated in the “Tourism is Key” radio
programme hosted by Mrs. Janine Edwards. The topic of discussion
was Gender and Tourism.

Summary
The local media has been involved in informing the public about the GAU and at
times, advocating for the incorporation of a gender perspective in the social,
economic and political fabric of Anguillian life. Both radio and print media, in
addition to social media, is a great support and resource for advocacy campaigns
and information sharing among the general population.
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Strengths and Weaknesses
A strength for the GAU has been the great support from media outlets (radio and
print). The support of The Anguillian newspaper and Radio Anguilla is especially
mentionable. Both outlets assisted in covering GAU events, such as the GEMS
Training Launch and the 16 Days of Activism. Radio Anguilla was instrumental in
hosting the “Youth Spin” programme on Domestic Violence in addition to covering
an Open Mic night. Similarly, The Anguillian was utilized to promote a full-page
colour advertisement of 4th quarter 16 Days events. They are also strengthening
the GAU’s ongoing efforts toward public awareness and engagement by publishing
The Gender Corner as a bi-weekly column focused on discussing gender issues.
One weakness found in media engagement is that while a large population listens
to radio and reads the newspaper, there is still a segment of the population who
does neither. It is possible that some members of the community are still not
aware of the GAU’s outreach because the bulk of the promotion and advertisement
currently takes place in print and radio media.

Opportunities and Threats
The GAU has the opportunity to combat the potential weakness described above,
and utilize diverse media outlets for promotion of programs and dissemination of
information. The GAU must consider engaging local, regional and international
media for radio, internet radio, television and online based-promotion. This can
also include social media such as facebook, twitter or youtube which will potentially
reach a different demographic who prefer social media.
A threat to achieving this goal will be not having the necessary staff to maintain a
high-profile agenda. Additionally, social media requires constant and calculated
engagement. In some spaces, the social media guru is hired for a full time position
working solely on online outreach. Having limited staff will be a threat to
maintaining a high level of media engagement.

Regional and International Support
The GAU is focused on garnering regional and international support in the work of
building knowledge of gender issues facing the island. The following activities have
occurred during the final quarter of 2014 in order to participate in international
reporting, build the capacity of the GAU and maintain regional relationships:
20
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On November 14, the GDC met with a UNICEF Consultant at the
Ministry of Social Development to discuss gender affairs initiatives
undertaken by the GAU and the potential impacts they may have on
child and youth well-being. This was in advance of the November 20
launch of the “State of the World’s Children” report in the House of
Assembly.



The CEDAW teleconferences with the UK GEO continued as part of the
process of extension preparation for this international treaty.



Throughout the year, the GDC has maintained contact with Lorolie
Connor of the Office of Gender Affairs in BVI. We have shared success
stories and utilized one another as resources for programming ideas
and resource opportunities.

Summary
Regional and international support is essential to the efforts of the GAU. Many
gender platforms are tied to international protocol and it is crucial for the GAU to be
aware of the various initiatives taking place globally to support gender affairs and
development. Within the region, BVI has proven to operate best practices in
gender affairs that are worthy to note and adapt, in cases that are culturally
relevant. The maintenance of this relationship, in addition to building new ones, is
of great importance.

Strengths and Weaknesses
The GAU was strong in making initial contact with regional and international bodies
in order to make them aware of Anguilla’s Unit. This contact will continue
throughout the course of building the Unit.
A potential weakness in being able to engage regional and international allies is the
lack of financial support available for this level of outreach. Travel opportunities
and conference attendance provisions are limited due to the budget of the
Government of Anguilla and specific policies related to regional and international
travel. These conferences may be essential for networking, learning from
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established individual and organisations, and being privy to current and future
funding resources.

Opportunities and Threats
There is an opportunity for the GAU to be a regional, if not international, leader in
implementing a gender development platform in Anguilla. Anguilla is in a unique
situation as one of the most gender equitable (from the GDC’s perspective)
Caribbean islands. The island presents, arguably, great opportunities for men and
women to succeed in non-traditional professions and in opportunities for selfdevelopment and personal enterprise/entrepreneurship.
Once again, a serious lack of funding or earmarked funding, for the gender agenda
is viewed as a threat to GAU fulfilling its mission. This funding is not just for the
units’ projects, programmes and goals, but for supporting non-governmental
organisations, faith-based and community groups and programme co-sponsorship
with other governmental bodies. Presently, the GAU has received requests for
sponsorship that furthers gender equity in Anguilla’s society but has to refuse
participation due to a lack of funds.
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Forecast Upcoming Opportunities
Below is a list of potential opportunities for the GAU:
1) Becoming established as an official Unit. This includes hiring a Gender
Development Officer and receiving designated office spaces and a resource
room for the Unit.
2) Operating the GEMS Training for all members of the Anguilla Public Service;
equipping them with tools related to gender-responsive budgeting, gender
mainstreaming techniques for policy and strategic planning, and
familiarization with gender concerns in the workplace.
3) Collaborating with The Mother’s Union, Soroptimist International and Anguilla
National Council of Women on women’s issues including domestic
violence/ending violence against women.
4) Assist in establishing needed services that will be crucial once the Domestic
Violence legislation is passed. This includes working with the Family Hope
Network on counseling services and support groups, and establishing a safe
house/shelter for victims of domestic violence.
5) Increased grant and proposal writing to secure needed Unit equipment in
addition to project funds to support in-house GAU programming and
community programming. The Governor’s Office of Anguilla has been a great
support and continued collaboration is anticipated.
6) Continue social media Facebook engagement through “AXA Break the
Silence” and develop a website for the GAU to increase online presence. This
opportunity will assist in engaging younger generations and potential
supporters regionally and internationally.

Forecast Upcoming Challenges
Below is a list of potential challenges for the GAU:
1) Not receiving the necessary funding to support community initiatives and
thereby losing “ground” or credibility with the population.
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2) The GAU’s role in providing support for working mothers/fathers and their
ability to ensure adequate time for positive child engagement.
3) Critical work in decreasing the number of those in prison; especially males in
prison as a gender issue.
4) The lack of substance abuse facilities for treatment and safe houses for
violence and abuse victims (these services will be extremely necessary once
the domestic violence legislation is passed).
5) Ensuring the extension of CEDAW and being able to implement the
conventions requirements within the social and cultural positions of Anguilla.
6) Complying with regional and international reporting requirements in the early
stages of the GAU establishment.
---
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Appendix

CALL FOR MORE CHURCHES IN THE
BATTLE AGAINST HIV/AIDS
By Anguillian October 3, 2014

Chief Minister Hughes, other Government Ministers, Mrs Kim Cutler (Governor’s Office), ACAN and
Church Officials

Church Service launching Phase 2, Project Hope
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There has been a call for more churches in Anguilla to join in the battle against
HIV/AIDS. This relates in particular to stigma and discrimination against infected
persons, the need for medical care for them, and the urgency to stop the spread of
sexually-transmitted diseases.
The main call has come from Chief Minister and Minister responsible for Health, Mr
Hubert Hughes. He was at the time speaking at the launch by the Anguilla Community
Action Network (ACAN) of Phase 2 of Project ‘HOPE’, acronym for Helping Our People
Elevate. The event, attended by various church representatives on Sunday, September
28, was at the No Walls Church of Hope at The Farrington, where Pastor James
Harrigan welcomed everyone.
Mr Hughes prefaced his remarks by commenting on the global work of the Pan
American Health Organisation to strengthen HIV/AIDS prevention strategies, human
rights protection and health care. “This, I believe, illustrates the importance of why we
are here today at the launch of the second phase of Project HOPE by the Anguilla
Community Action Network, and particularly Mr John C Lake [founder] who is doing a
tremendous job,” he said.
The Chief Minister, who expressed the hope that more churches would become
involved, was appreciative of the participation of all the current faith-based and
community groups, and the Anguilla Government, in Project HOPE. “The leadership role
being exhibited by ACAN is commendable,” he stated. “I particularly want to encourage
our church leaders, those present today, and others not here, to take an active role in
the national response to HIV/AIDS. The Church has been in the vanguard of society for
centuries in this island’s and I think it is the greatest stabilising force in Anguilla. It will
take a national response if we are to be successful in helping our people.”
Similar sentiments were echoed by Minister of Home Affairs, Mr Jerome Roberts, in
whose Ministry the Gender Affairs Unit, led by Dr Ronya Foy-Connor, has a closeworking relationship with ACAN.
Mrs Kim Cutler, Projects Officer at the Governor’s Office which is providing financial
support for Project HOPE, said that office was pleased to be part of the launch of Phase
2. She announced that new funding, in the area of several thousand US dollars, would
be granted to help Project HOPE with various activities. These would include HIV
testing, a workshop in collaboration with the Gender Affairs Unit as well as training for
faith-based leaders. All activities are aimed at combating the stigma and discrimination
surrounding persons infected with HIV/AIDS.
ACAN’s Founder, Mr John Lake, and Director, Mrs Donnette Richardson, also called for
the involvement of churches and community groups in the battle against HIV/AIDS.
Other speakers were Apostle Elmead Allen who was pleased that church, state and the
community were working together in the fight against the disease; and Ms Tricia
Richardson, a member of ACAN who gave the Vote of Thanks.
The mission of ACAN is aimed at educating and supporting persons infected with
HIV/AIDS by eliminating stigma and discrimination in the communities through
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advocacy, education, empowerment and integration, while working to stop the spread of
sexually-transmitted diseases. ACAN is ensuring that infected persons in Anguilla have
proper access to medical treatment and live in an environment free of isolation, stigma
and discrimination.
---

ANGUILLA’S TEACHERS APPRECIATED
AND ENCOURAGED
By Anguillian October 18, 2014

Teachers and The Minister of Education, Mr. Jerome Roberts
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L-R: Mr. Michael Skellekie, Dr. W. Gumbs, Ms. Emma Ferguson, Dr. Ronya Foy Connor and Mrs.
Chanelle Petty Barrett.

New Dimension Dancers

Comments expressed by members of the teaching fraternity in Anguilla have been to
the effect that the island’s several hundred teachers felt appreciated and encouraged
during the just-ended series of activities commemorating Teachers’ Week 2014.
The highlight of the event was a Teachers’ Conference at the Rodney MacArthur Rey
Auditorium on Friday, October 11. The teachers, whose emotions were stirred up by a
short worship and praise session, were given a devotional address by the Rev Dr
Wycherley Gumbs, Superintendent of the Anguilla Methodist Circuit and a former
teacher in Anguilla, Dominica and the University of the Virgin Islands.
He advised the teachers that unless they held on to their cherished task of being the
thinkers who impart thinking to their children, and “tease” out their possibilities, their
work would be in vain. “We are living in the best of times – technology has changed our
world – but we are still in the worst of times with crime, delinquency, now Ebola, AIDS
and all the other things that are part of our modernity,” he said. “You are placed in these
times – the best of times and the worst of times – and your job is to be the thinking
mechanism for Anguilla. Like Esther of the Old Testament, you must be able to be
aware that your stance will change our island hopefully for the better and not for the
worse.”
He went on: “You are sowing in the garden of the mind. No one else can do that but the
teacher. Parents try, but yours is that task given by God, or nature, to sow in the garden
of the mind, and to tend that garden with inspiration and challenge to our students and
sometimes to one another.”
The Methodist Minister described a teacher as an “eternal optimist who never gives up
or gives in”. Among other expectations he impressed on the teachers the importance of
avoiding being late. “Lateness says two things: one, we are indisciplined; and two, lack
integrity,” he stated. “If we are going to lift the level of our culture and our society, we
have to be standard-bearers – not only for issues, but in terms of value and our posture
in the community.”
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Rev Gumbs told the teachers that they must ensure that when they sowed thoughts and
ideas in the minds of the children “there is going to be a harvest of ideas, some 40-fold,
some 60-fold, and some 100-fold.”
Mrs Chanelle Petty Barrett, told the teachers: “I bring you greetings from the Ministry of
Education as you culminate this year’s Teachers’ Week – a week which brings
understanding, recognition and appreciation of the importance of the teaching
profession. I also commend the Anguilla Teachers’ Union on the theme chosen for this
week – Unite for Quality Education, Better Education for a Better World. This theme
does not deviate in substance from the theme for World Teachers’ Day 2014 which is
Invest in Teachers, Invest in the Future. Both themes acknowledge that teachers are at
the core of quality education, and quality education is a central pillar in building the kind
of society we all want to live in.”
The Permanent Secretary advised the teachers that they had the power to shape
generations; that what they did in every day life had far-reaching implications; that
children would not excel if they [the teachers], did not insist on excellence; and that they
had to find an innovative way to reach children at their level.
“This is not new to you and I know that, armed with this knowledge, most of you are
diligent, committed and passionate in fulfilling your responsibilities,” she continued. “On
behalf of the Ministry of Education, I sincerely thank you; and I am not saying this for the
sake of it. I am not saying it because this is what the PS is expected to say; but I am
saying it because I truly mean it.”
Mrs Petty Barrett observed that the public could be “very critical, opinionated and
downright disrespectful” without being aware of all the pertinent facts. She continued:
“Teachers have not escaped the criticism of parents and other members of our
community for one thing or another. In our society, we can always point out the
perceived short-comings of others; but very rarely do we commend others when they
have done something well. I want to step outside that mould today and, on behalf of the
Ministry of Education, simply say thank you and we appreciate you.
“In particular, we want to thank all those among you – and I know that this is the vast
majority – who are truly interested in the students’ success and overall wellbeing; those
who see the value in every child, even when the child does not see that value in him or
herself; those who go the extra mile to ensure that students fully grasp all aspects of the
curriculum; those who diligently plan and execute their lessons; those who use their
own resources to enhance their learning values; those who contribute to the various
aspects of school life; those who embrace professional development opportunities and
use that knowledge to improve the practice; and those who give their best every single
day. We are pleased that you have chosen this profession. You give us hope that our
education system can, and will, fulfil its role in sustainable national development.
“I ask one more thing: be your brother’s, or in this case, your sister’s keeper; help a
colleague who may be struggling; give support and guidance where it is needed to
make a difference; share good practice and ideas for new approaches; be an example
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to those around you. In this way, you will help to improve the teaching profession,
education system and our society.”
Mrs Emma Ferguson, President of the Anguilla Teachers’ Union, told its members that
by wearing the theme of Teachers’ Week on their t-shirts they had joined 170 countries
globally in a campaign, through Education International, to meet the responsibilities of
the teaching profession.
“Take pride in what you are doing and we thank you for your labour,” Ms Ferguson
entreated the teachers. “We encourage you not to give up. Faint not. You may be
weary, but press on. There is a greater reward and, if nobody tells you, let me again say
thanks and we appreciate you.”
The feature address was delivered Dr Ronya Foy-Connor, Gender Development
Coordinator. She spoke in detail about her experiences and achievements in life as
examples which could be followed by teachers striving for personnel development and
quality education.
“The energy that it takes to make a positive difference in a student’s life must not
change,” she exhorted them. “We cannot get weary in well-doing; but remember that’s
not the easy way out. Education never stops; it is energetic; it is involving. It will not wait
for the weary to catch up. Education is a life-long experience. In those weary moments,
I encourage you to find your support among inspirational individuals. It may be a coworker, a supervisor, a friend – just find that encouragement where inspiration lies.”

---

“Unity in the Midst of the Storm”
By Anguillian October 18, 2014

by Ronya Foy Connor, Gender Development Coordinator

Welcome to our series of bi-weekly columns under the title “The Gender Corner,”
published in collaboration with The Anguillian newspaper. Through this publication we
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hope to provide thought-provoking and stimulating discussion that will translate into
practical ways of effecting positive change in gender affairs.
This week we consider the notion of community cooperation and the great display of
humanity that was shown during this week’s hurricane. We have shown ourselves
committed to maintaining the humanity that is best displayed during unexpected trials in
Anguilla, and there are ways that we can strengthen this display.
Tropical Storm Gonzalo quickly developed into Hurricane Gonzalo to the shock and
surprise of almost everyone on our island. The rapid increase in winds and rain left
some of us anticipating the eye of the storm so that we could put up shutters and have a
break from the fierce flow of rain and leaves. I express regret for the loss of vegetation,
fruit trees, rooftops and damage created by fallen trees and flying debris, but am glad
that our most precious commodity: our people, are safe.
Despite this momentary hardship, we were still able to see unity in the midst of the
storm. People were reassured by the calls and texts from neighbors and friends. Radio
Anguilla was a source of information and comfort when no one else could be reached.
These small, yet meaningfully important, gestures during a storm display the true
meaning of community. Regardless of sex, age, nationality, or other differences, we
stood and will stand united.
As we continue our cleanup efforts, we must reflect on how we can better equip
ourselves to handle adversity and challenge that will certainly come. Here are a few key
points to remember:
1) Continue to look out for our vulnerable persons: the elderly, the disenfranchised and
those without a support system around them. A common phrase that states: “I am my
neighbor’s keeper” rings true during this time.
2) We can never overestimate the effects of a storm. It is better to be over-prepared
than underprepared. Additionally, we must have adequate time to prepare. In the future,
employers must allow ample time for storm preparation – send workers home so that
their households can be better equipped to withstand potential damage.
3) Coordinate responses for schools and the workforce so that parents and children are
given equal opportunities in disaster response. If parents are working and children are
forced to be left at home unsupervised, then we are not implementing appropriate
response measures. For vulnerable populations, care givers and babysitters may not be
available on such short notice. Coordination is key.
The Gender Affairs Unit works to ensure the full development of men, women, girls and
boys in addition to family and community structures. These reflections on “Unity in the
Midst of the Storm” highlight the areas of strength within our community, but they also
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display some areas of disconnect that must be addressed in order to ensure the safety
and well-being of all in Anguilla.
We need to keep the spirit of unity alive in Anguilla so that every man, woman, boy and
girl will understand the importance of collective responsibility and the building of
community. I am interested in knowing how you saw your community members come
together during Hurricane Gonzalo. How were vulnerable populations supported? In
what ways did someone keep you safe during the storm and in the aftermath? Please
contact the Gender Affairs Unit; Dr. Ronya Foy Connor, Gender Development
Coordinator, at the Ministry of Home Affairs, The Valley, or at Ronya.FoyConnor@gov.ai, 497-2518.
(Published without editing by The Anguillian newspaper.)
---

“Celebrating Anguilla’s Christian Heritage”
By Anguillian November 7, 2014

Ecumenical service (With Pastor Philip directing Choir)

Campus B students and Teachers
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A.L.H.C.S Choir at School’s meeting at Church

The local and visiting Organizers

Anguilla observed its first of what will be an annual event: Anguilla’s Christian Heritage
Week. From October 28th to November 4th activities designed to highlight our nation’s
Christian roots ranged from school assemblies to gospel concerts. The theme was the
above captioned.
We all love this thirty-five square miles of tears, dreams and faith. Thus we cannot but
groan as each social malady scores a deep wound in the soul of our community. The
erosion of social graces, widespread apathy towards education, abandonment of church
attendance in favour of conscience-searing entertainment, white collar violence in
politics and the business world that is echoed in gunshots as our young men murder
each other – all these and more plead for redress. Our land needs national healing.
This, then, is the reason, the rationale for Anguilla’s Christian Heritage Week. The
hardly known chapters of our history from the late 1700’s to the early 1900’s tell a tale of
suffering, abandonment and tragedy. Yet in this tale, this chronicle grey with grimness,
sounds the unfaltering footsteps of a people resilient, daring, united and strong. What
enabled them to rise after each fatal blow? Forged in the flames of adversity what
shaped their character and identity? Several factors, the most crucial of being their
rugged Christian faith – their faith in God. These people, these early Anguillians, our
ancestors, left us a legacy rich and resonant, a legacy we languidly left behind, lured by
materialism and its cousins. To rescue and restore this land we call home there is much
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we must do, the most important of which, I believe, is a genuine embrace of our
Christian faith.
The information shared at assemblies and Personal, Social, Health & Education classes
took students on a journey into a past they never knew existed. Two exciting events at
the Landsome Bowl Cultural Centre – Anguilla’s Got Talent and Celebration of Gospel –
on Friday and Saturday night provided the needed opportunity for persons of all ages to
display their God-given talents in a wholesome environment.
Sunday afternoon featured an ecumenical service at the Church of God (Holiness).
Selections included Anguilla My Home and vibrant and well-attended event climaxed
with the inspiring song written by Bankie Banks, Cherish The Rock. The service was
chaired by Mr Bren Romney, Director of Youth & Culture and featured various speakers
including the Right Reverend Bishop Errol Brooks, Reverend Wycherly Gumbs,
Chairman of the Anguilla Christian Council, Pastor Lucien MacDonna, President of the
Anguilla Evangelical Association, Reverend Candice Niles, Director of Tourism, Mr
David Carty, Dr Katherine Albrecht, nationally syndicated radio host, Dr Michael G
Micahel, Honourary Fellow at Wollongong University, Australia, and Pastor Philip
Gumbs, Coordinator of the Anguilla Heritage Week Committee.
Friday, Monday and Tuesday were intense, significant and rewarding as Dr Albrecht
launched her book “I Won’t Take The Mark” and distributed thirty-seven hundred copies
of the same and Bibles to all students ages five and up. As the leading voice in the US
for pro-privacy legislation her extensive knowledge of technology led her to alert
students to the high risks of technology. The Anguilla Christian Heritage Week is a
remarkable instance of dreams and passion merging as Dr Albrecht’s two-day event
was expanded by Mr David Carty’s gripping portrayal of how the Christian faith shaped
our nation’s history.
The vision, creative energies and commitment of the Anguillian Heritage Week
Committee was inspiring and speak of great things to come. Members include Dr
Wycherly Gumbs, Chairman of Anguilla Christian Council, Pastor Philip Gumbs of the
Anguilla Evangelical Association, Mr Bren Romney, Director of Youth & Culture, Mrs
Hyacinth Bradley, Mrs Candice Niles, Director of Tourism, Dr Ronya Foy Connor,
Director of Gender Affairs, Ms Sandra Fahie and Mrs Susan Smith, Education
Department and Mr Claudel Romney.
The committee hereby expresses thanks to the community for its support.
– Press Release

---
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ANGUILLA PUBLIC SERVICE SHARES IN
GENDER PROJECT
By Anguillian November 14, 2014

L-R Kenneth Hodge, Governor Scott, Ms Aurjul Wilson, Clive Smith, Dr Ronya Foy-Connor

Anguilla is making history with an arrangement whereby the public service is involved in
a collaborative gender affairs project called “GEMS Public Service Training”, and
spanning, for the time being, 27 government departments.
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The 2014-2015 project was launched at the Teachers’ Resource Centre on Tuesday,
November 11, by the Ministry of Home Affairs, and its Gender Affairs Unit, in
collaboration with the Governor’s Office which is providing an initial funding of
US$5,000.
The first training workshop was held on Wednesday. At that session, the participants
“reviewed the roles and responsibilities of their appointment and explored needs for
gender development within their departments – and started a process of
interdepartmental collaboration in gender affairs”.
Meanwhile, speaking at the launch ceremony, Governor Christina Scott commended the
various departments “for giving up their staff and being willing to create a gender focal
group network inside and across the organisations of government.” She told the
participating staff members: “Learn from one another and from the Gender Affairs Unit
during the course of the training, and seek opportunities to challenge those of us who
get on with policy instead of things we need to consider all the time. We want that
challenge from the group. You are going to be our focal points and our ringleaders
going forward.”
Ms Aurjul Wilson, Permanent Secretary in the Ministry of Home Affairs, speaking on
behalf of Minister Jerome Roberts, stated in part: “We are certainly embarking on new
ground for our island as we begin to explore topics of gender, and how it relates to our
growth as a nation, in a more comprehensive and pinpointed way. We are purposely
equipping our public servants with cutting-edge information about how to incorporate
gender considerations into strategic planning, policy development, interacting with the
internal and external customer, and especially in gender-responsive budgeting.
“The leadership of the Gender Affairs Unit is needed to encourage us to come to a
deeper understanding of this sometimes abstract idea of Gender, and to show us how it
is tied to community development and long-term sustainability.”
Dr Ronya Foy Connor, the Gender Affairs Development Coordinator, was pleased with
“the enthusiastic response from Heads of Departments in nominating Gender Focal
Points and Alternates from their respective departments”.
She went on: “These Gender Focal Points and Alternates will serve as departmental
liaisons to the Gender Affairs Unit, when established, and will assist in ensuring gender
considerations for ongoing and future projects and programmes within each government
department.”
Dr Foy Connor “anticipates seeing the portfolios of each department progress in order
to make gender considerations central to its efficient and effective operations.”
The launch ceremony was chaired by Mr Kenneth Hodge, the Principal Assistant
Secretary in the Ministry of Home Affairs. He commended Dr Foy Connor, with whom
he works closely, for her excellent work and creating the Gender Affairs GEM Training
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project. He saw that undertaking as “a further step in the development of Anguilla’s
national gender platform”.
---

ACAN SAYS THANKS FOR SUPPORTING
FIRST “STREET TALK”
By Anguillian November 14, 2014

The Anguilla Community Action Network (ACAN) which launched its second phase of
Project Hope on Sunday, September 28, 2014 at the No Walls Church of Hope in the
Farrington, held its first street talk on October 31 outside the Peoples’ Market.
The event was part of the planned activities for 2014. The main aim of the on the street
talk was to educate, sensitize and engage the general public about HIV / AIDS, STI’s
stigma and discrimination, gender and human rights. ACAN hopes to build awareness
for persons living with HIV / AIDS, STI’s and other forms of life-threatening illnesses like
Ebola, a very serious and deadly infectious disease in humans and animals.
The street talk will hopefully inspire hope and behavioural change for infected and
affected persons. This will only be achieved through education, community support,
training and action. In Anguilla many programmes have focused on prevention of HIV /
AIDS and STI’s, but the problem is that discrimination still exists thus encouraging a
culture of silence. The street talk was therefore geared towards getting the message to
the general public. ACAN is the only non-profit, non-governmental organisation on
Anguilla whose main mandate is to support persons affected by HIV /AIDS.
As we celebrate our eighth anniversary, it is also ACAN’s hope that by educating the
public prejudice, isolation, stigma and discrimination towards persons infected and
affected by HIV / AIDS, will be eliminated.
It is with great pleasure that we take this opportunity to thank everyone for their
involvement in, and support, for the street talk.
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Title: “16 Days of Activism in Anguilla” by
Dr. Ronya Foy Connor, Gender Development
Coordinator
By Anguillian November 21, 2014

by Ronya Foy Connor, Gender Development Coordinator
Welcome to “The Gender Corner,” published in collaboration with The Anguillian
Newspaper. Through this publication we hope to provide relevant information about
Gender Affairs; offering material to create thought-provoking and stimulating community
discussions. This week we highlight the upcoming “16 Days of Activism Against
Gender-Based Violence” campaign and note how Anguilla will commemorate this global
campaign for Human Rights.
The 16 Days of Activism will take place from 25 November – 10 December 2014. It is an
initiative of the United Nations UNiTE to End Violence against Women and Girls
movement. The goal is to prevent violence and abuse in our communities through social
media engagement, education and community participation. Every year, these 16 Days
bring to light the issues of eliminating violence against women, recognizing human
rights defenders, abolishing all types of slavery, supporting persons with disabilities, and
promoting human rights locally and around the world.
Here in Anguilla, the Gender Affairs Unit is collaborating with The Mother’s Union, The
National Youth Ambassadors of the Department of Youth and Culture, Refresh
Ministries, Generation Change and the Anguilla Community Action Network (ACAN) for
these series of events taking place throughout the 16 Days:
Tuesday, November 25, 2014 – International Day for Eliminating Violence Against
Women
6:00 pm – The Mother’s Union Church Service at St. Mary’s Anglican Church
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Wednesday, November 26, 2014
9:00 am – 1:00 pm – ACAN & The Gender Affairs Unit “Violence in the Workplace”
Workshop at No Walls Church. Limited space – RSVP requested
Thursday, November 27, 2014
9:00 am – 1:00 pm – ACAN & The Gender Affairs Unit “Violence in the Workplace”
Workshop at No Walls Church. Limited space – RSVP requested
8:00 pm – The Gender Affairs Unit radio programme on “Domestic Violence Legislation
& CEDAW” for “On the Spot” Klass FM
Saturday, November 29, 2014 – International Women Human Rights Defenders
Day
6:30 am Start – The Optimist Club of Anguilla’s Race Against AIDS at the Agricultural
Grounds. Contact Teacher Emma Ferguson at 584-1066 or
optimistclubofanguilla@gmail.com
Wednesday, December 3, 2014 – International Day of Disabled Persons
8:00 pm – 9:00 pm – ACAN’s 8th Anniversary – “Activism in HIV/AIDS” Radio Anguilla
“Real Talk” programme
Thursday, December 4, 2014
7:00 pm – “Domestic Violence Open Mic” at Campus B by the National Youth
Ambassadors of the Department of Youth and Culture & The Gender Affairs Unit
Saturday, December 6, 2014
5:00 pm – “Beyond Skin Deep” Young Ladies Retreat at Spy Glass, North Hill hosted by
Generation Change, Refresh Ministries & The Gender Affairs Unit
7:30 pm – ACAN’s “Project HOPE” Choir Fest at No Walls Church
Wednesday, December 10, 2014 – Human Rights Day
4:30 – 6:30 pm – H.E. The Governor, Ms. Christina Scott’s Tea for Young Women
Activist at Government House. By Invitation Only. Please express interest at 497-2518
or RonyaC@gov.ai
For more information about the 16 Days of Activism or any of the initiatives listed above,
feel free to contact Dr. Ronya Foy Connor, Gender Development Coordinator at the
Ministry of Home Affairs in The Valley, 497-2518 or at Ronya.Foy-Connor@gov.ai. Visit
the “Break the Silence” Campaign on Facebook
at https://www.facebook.com/AXAbreakthesilence# on Twitter
at https://twitter.com/AXAbreaksilence and on Instagram
at http://instagram.com/axabreakthesilence/
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ACAN, GENDER AFFAIRS UNIT HOLD
“VIOLENCE IN THE WORKPLACE
WORKSHOP”
By Anguillian November 28, 2014

Participants, Facilitators and others

The Anguilla Community Action Network (ACAN) and the Gender Affairs Unit hosted a
workshop on “Violence in the Workplace” on Wednesday and Thursday this week at the
No Walls Church in The Farrington. The event was part of ACAN’s Project Hope, Phase
2, sponsored by the Governor’s Office.
The opening ceremony was chaired by Dr Ronya Foy Connor, Gender Development
Coordinator and Adviser to ACAN. Mrs Kim Cutler, Project Coordinator at the
Governor’s Office, addressed the participants on the importance of the workshop and
how they might assist in ending workplace violence in all of is forms.
The facilitators were Ms Susan Hodge of the Department of Disaster Management, and
Mr Clive (Frankie) Smith of the Department of Social Development.
The workshop comprised group discussions, case studies and an open forum, giving
the participants opportunities to share experiences and suggestions on how to end
workplace violence. The main three topics covered by the workshop were discrimination
based on age, nationality, health status and other areas of concern; abuse in the
workplace – including physical, verbal and emotional matters; and sexual harassment:
what it is; why it happens; and what can be done about it.
--
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16 Days of Activism against Gender-based violence
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PRESS RELEASE
INTERNATIONAL MEN’S DAY 2014
The Gender Affairs Unit, Ministry of Home Affairs is acknowledging International Men’s Day
today, November 19 under the international theme of “Working Together for Men and Boys.”
According to the official website of International Men’s Day (www.internationalmensday.com),
“the objectives of [today] include a focus on men’s and boy’s health, improving gender relations,
promoting gender equality, and highlighting positive male role models. This is an occasion for
men to celebrate their achievements and contributions. In particular, to celebrate their
contributions to community, family, marriage, and child care and minimize the discrimination
that they may face in these arenas.”
Dr. Ronya Foy Connor, Gender Development Coordinator, states that “The Gender Affairs Unit
celebrated Men’s Week in honour of Father’s Day from June 9 – June 15 and recognized a
number of influential men in Anguilla.” She notes that, “It is now a pleasure to once again
acknowledge our positive and hard-working men today, on International Men’s Day.”
Dr. Foy Connor also encouraged all, men and women alike, to “Reassure the men in your lives to
reach toward greatness. Show gratitude for their support in the workplace, at home and in our
communities.”
Happy International Men’s Day 2014!
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Sample “AXA Break the Silence” Social media campaign assets on all forms of violence and
abuse; including the “Purple Tape” campaign to break the silence:
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Open Mic 7 Discussion on Domestic
Violence
By Anguillian December 5, 2014

The National Youth Ambassador Corps (NYAC) in collaboration with the Anguilla
National Youth Council (ANYC), Department of Youth & Culture (DYC) and Gender
Affairs Unit hosted Open Mic 7 on the topic of Domestic Violence on Tuesday
December 2nd at the Rodney McArthur Rey Auditorium. “Open Mic” is a public youth
forum which features a panel debate and discussion, geared towards informing and
educating young people on topics of national interest in Anguilla.
There were six panelists who actively work in the area included Dr. Phyllis FlemingBanks, Pastor Philip Gumbs, Dr. Ronya Foy-Connor, Dr. O.M. Linda Banks, Mr. Clive F.
Smith and Superintendent Elliot Forbes.
The audience engaged the panel on the process of seeking help in Anguilla and the
various issues which lead to and perpetuate abusive situations including the stigma and
culture of silence in Anguilla. The panelists also noted that Domestic Violence Bill which
has not yet been passed would help the present process especially in relation to
prosecution of abusers and called for the passage of that legislation. The various
organizers are grateful for the support provided and wish to thank all those that made
this event possible.
– Press Release
(Published without editing by The Anguillian newspaper.)
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“Beyond Skin Deep” – Young Ladies Retreat
By Zenya Greenaway, Refresh Ministries

By Anguillian December 12, 2014

Generation Change in partnership with Refresh Ministries (RM) and the Gender Affairs
Unit held a “Beyond Skin Deep” Young Girls Retreat on Saturday December 6, through
Sunday, December 7, 2014. Seven girls who attend Campus A of the Albena Lake
Hodge Comprehensive School were in attendance. Janine Edwards and the team at
Sunset Homes, graciously offered the use of Spy Glass Hill, North Hill, with the
spectacular view of Sandy Ground and St. Maarten as the back drop. This setting made
for a wonderful experience, which the girls will remember for years to come.
The purpose of the event falls in line with the mission of RM – to engage in activities
which will edify our youth and help to build a stronger community. When the idea was
brought to the attention of Dr. Foy Connor, Gender Development Coordinator, she
provided her full support. It was scheduled as part of the Gender Affairs Unit’s 16 days
of Activism Campaign, which ran from November 27 – December 10.
The retreat agenda was packed with items to help build confidence and self-esteem of
young ladies, including sessions on skin care and early morning exercise. The
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presenters were Reverend Candice Niles who discussed Inner Beauty; Heather Wallace
who gave an interactive session on Self Esteem; Vanessa Connor who utilized case
studies on Budgeting and Money Matters; Erlene White focusing on promoting healthy
Skin and a “how-to” on Make-Up and Dr. Foy Connor who facilitated a morning Exercise
and Health Education session.
We must take this opportunity to thank the businesses who gave generously to this
initiative. These wonderful supporters include Essentials, Fat Cat, Halls Unique Bakery,
Lakes World, Vals Catering and Sunset Homes.
We intend to augment the relationships established at this retreat and to put in place a
formal mentorship program as well as organize other events for the girls which may
include sessions on etiquette, fine dining, poise and posture. It is important that we not
lose momentum and continue building on the success of this year’s event.
Refresh Ministries is an outreach ministry, founded by Ms. Zenya Greenaway in
February, 2014. Generation Change is a youth centered ministry and the vision of Ms.
Avenella Griffith.

---

“Tis’ the Season for Activism” by Dr. Ronya
Foy Connor, Gender Development
Coordinator
By Anguillian December 12, 2014

by Ronya Foy Connor, Gender Development Coordinator
Welcome to “The Gender Corner,” published in collaboration with The Anguillian Newspaper. Through
this publication we hope to provide relevant information about Gender Affairs; offering material to create
thought-provoking and stimulating community discussions. This week, as we approach the Christmas
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season, we’ll take a look at the true nature of the holiday and how we may align our actions with activism
throughout the season.
As we come to a close with the “16 Days of Activism” this week, it is important to look both backwards,
and to look forward. We need to review the efforts that were made to raise awareness about pressing
issues facing our nation and then look forward to determine how best to address them as a collective
community. The “16 Days” of 2014 in Anguilla included radio outreach, workshops, a panel discussion, a
retreat for young ladies, a Governor’s Tea for young women activists, and an ongoing social media
Facebook campaign called AXA Break the Silence.

We have tackled the taboo issues of Domestic Violence, HIV/AIDS, and Harassment & Discrimination in
the workplace while charging forward and charting new ground for discussions on Gender in Tourism and
encouraging the success of young women activists.
As I think about how we’ve grown in acknowledging the importance of gender considerations over the
past year, I cannot help but to think of where we will go for the future. However, as the West African
Asante Adinkra symbol of “Sankofa” tells us, you cannot move forward unless you know where you have
been. The Sankofa symbol is of a bird facing forward with its head turned backwards; acknowledging that
we can never forget the lessons learned from our past.
With the Christmas season right around the corner, we look to this time of year as a celebration of the
grand display of love that God showered upon his people so many generations ago, through the birth of
his son, the Savior of the world, Jesus Christ. The true meaning of the Christmas season is a time for
love, for healing, for hope, for renewed purpose and strength, and to reunite with friends and family in
order to promote health and wellness. In short, this is the perfect season for activism.
When some people think of the word “activism,” ideas of protests, boycotts and people marching with
signs in the streets may come to mind. These are all strategies of activism, but the true meaning of
activism is displaying passionate and long standing involvement for bringing about positive change in our
society.

In celebrating Christmas, we acknowledge our role in activism by asking the following questions: How am
I active in creating change in Anguilla this Christmas season? How can I help families and households
who are in need of the basics of food, water and clothing? How can I be on the forefront of political
change by ensuring that my voice is heard? How can I fight the unproductive status quo and seek to
uphold justice and equality in my workplace? Where do I see the need for a spirit of activism and positive
change in this nation?

The opportunities for contributions toward constructive transformation are all around you. There are large
and small ways that you can ensure the total health and wellness of every man, woman, girl and boy in
our country. The occasion presents itself in our schools, in our workplaces, in the home, out at the food
truck or barbeque pit, in our political spaces and all around us.

Christmas is a celebration of activism. It is a time of gratitude to God for a priceless gift. This sacrificial gift
allows us to be dynamically active in promoting positive social, economic and political change. Let us
establish a responsible, loving and thriving nation. Make a personal commitment that this season and in
the next year, you will work toward the cause of justice. Let’s all remember: It’s not where you’re from; it’s
not where you’re at: it’s what you do. Happily wishing you a Merry Christmas and a fruitful Season of
Activism!
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For more information about Gender Affairs, or to contribute an article to the Gender Corner, please
contact Dr. Ronya Foy Connor, Gender Development Coordinator at the Ministry of Home Affairs in The
Valley, 497-2518 or at Ronya.Foy-Connor@gov.ai.

--“Women Leaders as Change Agents: A Women’s Forum”
in Honour of The Late Honourable Albena Lake Hodge and Idalia Gumbs
Wednesday, December 17, 2014, Rodney E. Rey Auditorium
Welcome…………………………………………………………………………..…….. Mrs. I. Lake
Opening Prayer………………………………………..……………………………….Rev. C. Brooks
National Anthem…………………………………………….……………………… Ms. A. Woodley
Greetings & Introduction of Chairperson……Dr. Ronya Foy Connor, Gender Development Coordinator
GREETINGS
On behalf of the Women of Anguilla…………………Her Excellency, The Governor, Ms. Christina Scott
On behalf of the Women of St. Maarten…………………..Prime Minister, Mrs. Sarah Wescot-Williams
READING OF BIOGRAPHIES: IN HONOUR OF TWO ANGUILLIAN HEROINES
The Late Honourable Albena Lake Hodge
The Late Honourable Idalia Gumbs
FEATURE ADDRESSES
Evalie Bradley…………………………………………………………………..Introduction by Lily Moses
Kristy Richardson Harrigan………………………………………………….Introduction by Lily Moses
Cora Richardson-Hodge…………………………………………………….Introduction by A. Woodley
Pam Webster…………………………………………………………….Introduction by Shauna-Kae Lake
Dr. Rhona Hodge……………………………………………………………Introduction by Arlene Bailey
*** OPEN FLOOR FOR THE AUDIENCE MEMBERS ***
Vote of Thanks……………………………………………………………………..Rev. E. Carty-Lewis
Benediction
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TVET Council Hosts First Girls Get Tech
Camp
By Anguillian December 19, 2014

From December 8th -12th, the TVET Council is hosting the first Girls Get Tech Camp
(Girls Get Tech). This camp is seen as a way of preparing girls for future careers in
Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM). The purpose of the camp
is to introduce girls ages 9-15 to various skills in technical areas including:
• Electronics
• Woodworking
• Robotics
• Programming
• Button making
The sessions are being held at the Electrical and Electronics Lab, Woodworking Lab
and TVET Computer Lab at the ALHCS, Campus A.
The Girls Get Tech camp introduces girls ages 9-15 to applied skills and technology
careers and encourages them to consider a variety of career choices. This camp also
reinforces the importance of taking Science; Math based subjects and Design and
Technology in high school by stressing the impact those subjects have on career
decisions. In this camp, each girl will get a chance to use tools and participate in a
collaborative style in creative decisions. They will be encouraged to be inventive and
solve problems using all of the materials at hand. They will work in small groups on
projects.
This camp will help to demystify the notion that certain careers are for boys. The
traditional view of boys and girls as having gender related pre-determined talents and
abilities intersects with and diminishes their potential as individuals, to explore and
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pursue satisfying careers free of gender bias and shapes institutions to respond to
traditional gender norms in their education and training offer.
The general public and stake holders are invited to view an exhibition on Friday 12th
December at 11:15am at the Electronics Lab at the ALHCS.
This camp is funded by the Caribbean Development Bank (CDB) through the Anguilla
Community College Development Project. For more information please contact Camp
Director and Planner Ms Janis McKeag-Richardson at Janis.mckeag@doe.edi.ai .

---
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